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Text classification has become a standard component of automated systematic literature review (SLR) solutions, where
articles are classified as relevant or irrelevant to a particular literature study topic. Conventional machine learning algorithms
for tabular data which can learn quickly from not necessarily large and usually imbalanced data with low computational
demands are well suited to this application, but they require that the text data be transformed to a vector representation.
This work investigates the utility of different types of text representations for this purpose. Experiments are presented using
the bag of words representation and selected representations based on word or text embeddings: word2vec, doc2vec, GloVe,
fastText, Flair, and BioBERT. Four classification algorithms are used with these representations: a naive Bayes classifier,
logistic regression, support vector machines, and random forest. They are applied to datasets consisting of scientific article
abstracts from systematic literature review studies in the medical domain and compared with the pre-trained BioBERT
model fine-tuned for classification. The obtained results confirm that the choice of text representation is essential for
successful text classification. It turns out that, while the standard bag of words representation is hard to beat, fastText word
embeddings make it possible to achieve roughly the same level of classification quality with the added benefit of much
lower dimensionality and capability of handling out-of-vocabulary words. More refined embeddings methods based on
deep neural networks, while much more demanding computationally, do not appear to offer substantial advantages for the
classification task. The fine-tuned BioBERT classification model performs on par with conventional algorithms when they
are coupled with their best text representation methods.
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1. Introduction

The rapidly growing amount of available textual data
as well as the progress in machine learning and
natural language processing make text classification an
interesting research direction and an area of successful
practical applications (e.g., McCallum and Nigam, 1998;
Joachims, 1998; Radovanović and Ivanović, 2008; Dařena
and Žižka, 2017; Zymkowski et al., 2022). These research
studies and applications deal with such diverse types of
text as email messages, online chats, website contents,
blog posts, forum discussions, customer opinions, product
reviews, or scientific articles. For the latter, text
classification has become a standard component of
automated systematic literature review (SLR) solutions,
where articles are classified as relevant or irrelevant to a
particular literature study topic (Garcı́a Adeva et al., 2014;

van den Bulk et al., 2022).

1.1. Motivation. This work focuses on the medical
domain because it is a part of a bigger research project on
automating systematic literature reviews for food safety
studies. However, medical article classification deserves
special interest for other reasons as well. It is one
of those application domains where large-scale literature
screening is routinely performed not only by individual
researchers or academic research teams but also by public
and private health care institutions, and the quality of
classification is of utmost importance, since it may have
consequences to human health. Medical articles may
be also quite challenging to classify, with subtle, hard
to capture class boundaries. Examining the utility of
text representation methods for this domain may therefore
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provide more useful and interesting findings than for some
other more popular but not so demanding applications,
such as product review or social media post sentiment
classification or news article topic classification. Last
but not least, the availability of the domain-specific
pre-trained BioBERT deep-learning language model (Lee
et al., 2020), derived from BERT (Devlin et al., 2019),
which can be used to provide one possible type of text
representation, but also (after fine-tuning) serve as an
alternative classification algorithm, makes studying this
domain even better justified.

Scientific article classification with respect to
relevance may appear easier than the classification of
other types of text, as it may be less prone to being misled
by such issues as subjectivity, word sense ambiguity,
irony, etc., and less affected by imperfections such as
spelling and grammar errors, sloppy and concise style,
overusing of slang, colloquial and idiomatic expressions
etc. It is also less likely, although still possible, that
the relevance depends on specific word order or context
within sentences. It is therefore not essential to discover
and use hidden semantic information that may be hard to
capture, particularly for models that use word occurrence
statistics for text classification. On the other hand, there
are some inherent challenges related to scientific article
classification that may be not so common for other types
of text, such as a relatively small number of labeled
training instances (because, to be labeled, an article needs
to be screened by a human expert to determine relevance
to a particular topic), poor separation between classes
(because relevant and irrelevant articles are usually from
the same thematic area and may be quite similar), heavily
imbalanced classes (because the number of irrelevant
articles often vastly exceeds that of relevant ones), and
the requirement to create models quickly using limited
computational resources (because model creation takes
place as part of an interactive session with the user).

The non-necessity of unraveling deep semantics and
the necessity to learn quickly from not necessarily large
and usually imbalanced data with low computational
demands may favor conventional machine learning
algorithms for tabular data, rather than deep learning
neural networks (Borisov et al., 2022). While the latter
are increasingly popular and often highly successful in
complex natural language processing tasks, the former
still remain valid contenders for the classification task,
using a fraction of computational resources. Active
learning techniques that may reduce the number of labeled
training instances and the associated human expert effort
required to achieve high quality models are also mostly
developed for and easier to apply with conventional
learning algorithms (Ren et al., 2020). Since active
learning involves many iterations of model creation
and prediction, interleaved with user interaction, their
computational efficiency and capability to run on low-cost

CPU-only hardware becomes even more important. These
algorithms, however, require that the text data for
both model creation and prediction be transformed to
a vector representation. The quality of models that
they can produce may heavily depend on the type and
dimensionality of such a representation, as well as the
specific transformation method.

1.2. Related work. Text classification has been
one the the most extensively studied text mining tasks
(Yang and Pedersen, 1997; McCallum and Nigam, 1998;
Joachims, 1998; Forman, 2003; Hassan et al., 2007;
Radovanović and Ivanović, 2008; Aggarwal and Zhai,
2012; Dařena and Žižka, 2017; Zymkowski et al., 2022).
However, not so many of those prior studies focused on
the topic of the utility of different text representation
methods in combination with conventional classification
algorithms for tabular data. The most closely related
publications are presented in Table 1, highlighting text
representation methods and classification used as well as
metric employed for predictive performance evaluation
and data on which the experiments are performed.

These related studies bring interesting and useful
results which encourage further exploration of the
usefulness of embedding-based representations for text
classification, but each of them remains limited in one way
or another. They only use either pre-trained or custom
embedding vectors or models, without comparing these
two. Some of them do not compare embedding-based
representations to bag of words, which is known to work
well and often remains the most obvious choice. Some
of them do not use conventional (non-neural) learning
algorithms with embedding-based representations. This
is a particularly important omission, since the utility
of embeddings for conventional learning algorithms is
arguably more interesting and worthwhile to investigate
than for deep neural networks, which develop internal data
representations anyway. While some of these prior studies
evaluate the predictive performance using the area under
the ROC curve, which aggregates over all possible model
operating points, most of them focus on less informative
single-point metrics such as accuracy or F1, and none
of them uses the area under the precision-recall curve
which is more sensitive to false positives with imbalanced
data and therefore likely to reveal more performance
differences between text representation methods and
classification algorithms. Last but not least, these related
studies are either limited to a single dataset from a
particular application domain or to a few benchmark
datasets, which is hardly sufficient to draw general
conclusions.

1.3. Contributions. This work attempts to fulfill
the gap left by prior work by presenting systematic
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Table 1. Related work.

Work Text representations Classification algorithms Evaluation Data
Cichosz,
2018

bag of words, custom GloVe naive Bayes, logistic regression,
SVM, random forest

ROC AUC discussion forum
posts

Kaibi et al.,
2019

custom word2vec, fastText,
GloVe

naive Bayes, SVM, logistic
regression,random forest

precision, recall,
F1

Twitter sentiment

Helaskar and
Sonawane,
2019

bag of words, custom
word2vec

SVM accuracy,
precision, recall

Reuters

Wang et al.,
2020

pre-trained word2vec,
GloVe, fastText, char, ELMo,
BERT

deep neural networks (CNN,
Bi-LSTM)

accuracy, F1 20-Newsgroups,
SST-2, AAPD,
Reuters

Deb and
Chanda,
2022

bag of words, pre-trained
word2vec, GloVe, fastText,
BERT

for bag of words: decision trees,
random forest, logistic
regression;
for embeddings: deep neural
networks (softmax, Bi-LSTM)

accuracy, F1,
ROC AUC

Twitter disaster

experiments based on the design decisions listed below,
which may be considered its distinguishing features,

• Different variants of the bag of words
representation are used: term frequency, term
frequency-inverse document frequency, with and
without lemmatization.

• Different variants of embedding-based
representations are used: word2vec, doc2vec,
fastText, Flair, BioBERT, obtained using both
publicly available pre-trained embedding vectors or
models and custom embedding vectors or models
trained on the data to be classified.

• Several classification algorithms are used that are
known to work well with text data: naive Bayes
classifier, logistic regression, SVM, and random
forest.

• Conventional classification algorithms coupled
with the best performing text representations are
compared with the pre-trained BioBERT model
fine-tuned for classification.

• Experiments are performed on 15 datasets from
medical systematic literature review studies, with
class labels representing relevance or irrelevance to
the study topic. The datasets are of of varying size
(between about 300 and 3000) and class imbalance
level (with the relevant class percentage between
about 2% and 35%).

• Predictive performance is evaluated with respect
to the area under ROC and precision-recall

curves using 5 × 10-fold cross-validation, with
a bootstrap significance test for text representation
and classification algorithm comparisons.

• The experimental procedure is described in
detail, including software libraries and algorithm
configurations.

These design decisions make it possible to obtain the
following contributions:

• A systematic evaluation of the predictive
performance of bag of words and several types of
word or text embeddings with different conventional
classification algorithms applied to medical article
classification.

• Rankings of text representation methods and
classification algorithms with respect to predictive
performance.

• An identification of the best performing text
representation methods for particular classification
algorithms and the best performing classification
algorithms for particular text representation methods.

• A comparison with a domain-specific pre-trained
deep learning biomedical language model fine-tuned
for the classification task.

This improves the state of knowledge in text classification
methods and may provide practically useful guidelines for
their applications.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows.
Section 2 presents the text representation methods used
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in this work. Algorithms applied to create classification
models are briefly described in Section 3. Section 4
provides the details of the experimental procedure and
presents the obtained results. Section 5 summarizes the
major findings as well as limitations of this work and
outlines possible continuation directions.

2. Text representation methods
The first issue to be resolved when applying modeling
algorithms from the fields of machine learning and
statistics to text data is transforming the analyzed
document corpus into a representation that can be
handled by these algorithms. This is usually a vector
representation in which each document is assigned values
of a fixed, common set of attributes (Dumais et al.,
1998; Szymański, 2014). A document is then represented
by a vector of its attribute values, with the number
of vector elements being the same for all documents.
This work uses the simple and highly popular bag of
words representation and several types of word or text
embeddings, i.e., transformations that map single words
or sequences of words into a multidimensional real-valued
vector space of fixed dimensionality. The latter include
approaches using shallow and deep neural models (Babić
et al., 2020).

2.1. Bag of words. The simplest vector text
representation that remains popular in text classification
applications is the bag of words (BOW) representation
(McCallum and Nigam, 1998; Joachims, 1998; Aggarwal
and Zhai, 2012), in which attributes directly correspond
to words or, in a slightly more general setting, n-
grams—word sequences of length n (usually n ≤ 3).
Words or n-grams used for this representation are called
terms. In the most common term frequency (TF)
variant, for each term the value of the corresponding
attribute is the number of the term’s occurrences in a
given document. A TF-IDF variant is also popular
in which term frequencies are normalized by inverse
document frequencies to downweight terms occurring in
many documents and upweight terms unique to smaller
subsets of documents (Salton and Buckley, 1988). The
dimensionality of the representation can be controlled by
frequency-based term filtering. Lemmatization can be
applied to assign a single term to different inflected forms
of a word.

2.2. Word2vec and doc2vec. The word2vec
representation is the oldest but still popular type of
word embeddings in which a mapping of words to
vectors is obtained using a shallow two-layer neural
network (Mikolov et al., 2013). The network is trained
by processing word sequences occurring in fixed-length

context windows in one of the following two possible
modes:

continuous bag of words (CBOW): predicting the cur-
rent input word based on the words occurring in the
corresponding context window,

skip-gram (SG): predicting the words occurring in the
context window based on the current input word.

Of those, the former is faster and recommended for bigger
datasets, but the latter may more adequately represent the
context of less frequent words. In any case, the network
is trained on a text corpus and then used to extract word
vectors.

Word vectors can be used to obtain document vectors
for text classification by averaging: the document vector
is obtained as the weighted average of word vectors
for all words occurring in the document and present
in the vocabulary, with their occurrence counts serving
as weights (Mitchell and Lapata, 2010; Yessenalina and
Cardie, 2011). It makes sense to L2-normalize word
vectors (i.e., scale them to a unit length) prior to this
averaging so that the impact of individual words on the
document vector is only proportional to their occurrence
counts.

A more refined and potentially more useful approach
is a modified variation of the algorithm referred to as
doc2vec (Le and Mikolov, 2014). As original word2vec
predicts word occurrences within contexts of surrounding
words, thus identifying word vectors, the doc2vec
algorithm predicts word occurrences based on both the
context of surrounding words and of the document, thus
identifying both word vectors and document vectors.

2.3. GloVe. Global vectors or GloVe word embeddings
are determined based on term co-occurrence statistics
(Pennington et al., 2014). The algorithm creates a
co-occurrence matrix, containing, for all term pairs, the
number of occurrences of one term within a context
window of the other term. The matrix can be used
to estimate co-occurrence probabilities, i.e., for all term
pairs, the probability of one term appearing in the context
of the other term. The GloVe algorithm operates by
factorizing the co-occurrence matrix using stochastic
gradient descent to determine term vectors such that the
dot product of vectors for any two terms approximates
their co-occurrence probability.

Like word2vec (and unlike doc2vec), the GloVe
representation produces word vectors. Document vectors
can be obtained by averaging, as described above for
word2vec.

2.4. FastText. The fastText algorithm creates word
embeddings in a similar way as word2vec, with one
major difference that may lead to important practical
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advantages. To derive word representations it goes down
to the character level, treating each word as a set of
character n-grams (typically for n between 3 and 6),
corresponding to subwords. It then applies either the
CBOW or SG training mode to determine embedding
vectors for such character n-grams and additionally to
full words, and combines them into word vectors by
summation (Bojanowski et al., 2016). The CBOW mode,
similarly to word2vec, predicts a target word based on
words occurring in its context window. The SG mode
predicts a target word based on another nearby word,
which is similar to the co-occurrence approach of GloVe
and found to work better with subwords. An embedding
vector for a sequence of multiple words (a sentence,
a paragraph, or a document) is obtained by averaging
L2-normalized vectors for each of these words.

Morphologically similar words have some shared
character n-grams and therefore their resulting fast-
Text representations are partially shared. This makes a
more effective use of training data and permits learning
more adequate representations of even rarely occurring
words. Useful word embeddings can be obtained using
relatively small datasets, which is useful for creating
custom domain-specific text representation. Word vectors
can be obtained even for previously unseen words, which
is very convenient when applying a classification model
using text representation derived from available data to a
new dataset.

2.4.1. Flair. The type of word embeddings
referred to as Flair due to the name of the natural
language processing software library that provides
its implementation (Akbik et al., 2019) can be
described as contextual string embeddings. It takes
the character-level approach of fastText even further, by
abandoning any explicit notion of words which are only
considered sequences of characters, but combines it with
contextualization by surrounding text (Akbik et al., 2018).
Such embeddings are determined based on hidden states
of a recurrent neural network character-level language
model, using the LSTM architecture (Graves, 2013). It
can be a forward model that predicts the probability of
the next character based on the sequence of previous
characters, or a backward model that works in the
reverse direction. Word embeddings are obtained by
concatenating network hidden states. A combination
of a forward model and a backward model can be used
by the so called stacking, which basically concatenates
embedding vectors generated using the two models.

Flair embeddings can be obtained for arbitrary
sequences of characters, including rarely occurring or
previously unseen words. However, each word is
processed as part of a longer sequence (a sentence or a
paragraph) and different word vectors are obtained for the
same words in different contexts. This makes contextual

string embeddings potentially more powerful than more
basic word embeddings reviewed above. However,
they are also substantially more costly to train and to
calculate—the former requires training a recurrent neural
network with hundreds or thousands of hidden units,
and the latter—processing text through such a network
character by character.

2.5. BioBERT. BioBERT is a deep learning language
model obtained adopting the architecture and learning
algorithm of the BERT model (Bidirectional Encoder
Representations from Transformers (Devlin et al., 2019))
and pre-training it on large biomedical text corpora (Lee
et al., 2020). The BERT and BioBERT models use the
transformer network architecture based on the attention
mechanism, without recurrence, which makes them faster
and easier to train than LSTM networks (Vaswani et al.,
2017). Rather than combining a forward model and a
backward model, they use a masking approach to obtain a
contextual bidirectional model: randomly selected words
in a sequence are masked (replaced by a special mask
token or by random words) and have to be predicted based
on the remaining words. Therefore both the left and right
contexts of words are taken into account in all network
layers.

BioBERT embeddings for individual words with no
context (i.e., single-word sequences) could be aggregated
by weighted averaging to obtain document vectors,
similarly as for GloVe or word2vec, but this would loose
the context-sensitivity which is supposed to be their
substantial advantage over those simpler approaches. For
relatively short texts it makes therefore more sense to
treat the entire text as one sequence for which the model
generates an embedding vector.

3. Classification algorithms
A selection of well known classification algorithms for
tabular data that have proved useful for text classification
is used for this study a. These algorithms are relatively
resistant to overfitting, which is a serious threat in
high-dimensional input spaces, and do not require
extensive hyperparameter tuning to achieve a reasonable
level of prediction quality.

3.1. Naive Bayes. One of the simplest practically
useful classification algorithms, the naive Bayes classi-
fier, is often successfully applied to text classification.
It predicts the class probability given attribute values
using the Bayes theorem and assuming the conditional
independence of attribute values given the class. The
algorithms does not tend to overfit and requires practically
no tuning.

For the bag of words representation, where attributes
correspond to word occurrence frequencies, conditional
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attribute value probabilities given the class can be
estimated using the multinomial distribution (McCallum
and Nigam, 1998; Lewis, 1998). The resulting version
of the algorithm is referred to as the multinomial naive
Bayes classifier. For representations based on word or text
embeddings, where attribute values cannot be interpreted
as frequencies, the standard approach of handling numeric
attributes using normal density function values can be
applied. This is referred to as the Gaussian naive Bayes
classifier.

3.2. Logistic regression. A logistic regression model
combines an inner linear representation function with an
outer logit transformation which makes it possible to
interpret model outputs as predicted class probabilities
(Hilbe, 2009). Training such a model consists in finding
parameters of the inner linear function which maximize
the log-likelihood of training set classes.

The algorithm is easy to apply and not overly
prone to overfitting unless used for high-dimensional data,
which is unfortunately often the case in text classification
applications, at least with the bag of words representation.
Logistic regression can be used with text data in arbitrary
vector representations.

3.3. Support vector machines. Support vector
machines (SVMs) use a simple linear-threshold model
representation in which a linear decision boundary is
identified using the objective of classification margin
maximization subject to class separation constraints
(Cortes and Vapnik, 1995; Platt, 1998; Hamel, 2009).
Nonlinear relationships can be represented by input
transformation with kernel functions. Signed distances of
classified instances from the decision boundary serve as
numeric decision function values.

An important advantage of SVMs, achieved by
margin maximization, is the insensitivity of model quality
to data dimensionality, which—unlike for many other
algorithms—does not increase the risk of overfitting. This
makes the algorithm well suited to text classification,
where high dimensionality is to be expected, at least
with the bag of words representation (Joachims, 1998;
Joachims, 2002).

3.4. Random forest. The random forest algorithm
creates an ensemble model consisting of unpruned
decision trees, grown based on multiple bootstrap samples
drawn with replacement from the training set, with
randomized split selection (Breiman, 2001). Random
forest prediction is performed by simple unweighted
voting of individual trees, and vote distribution can
be used to obtain class probability predictions. With
several dozens or hundreds of diversified trees this usually
delivers predictions of very high quality.

The algorithm is easy to use due to its resistance to
overfitting and rather low sensitivity to hyperparameter
settings. It is applicable to text classification with an
arbitrary vector representation, which is confirmed by
successful results reported in the literature (Rios and
Zha, 2004; Koprinska et al., 2007; Xue and Li, 2015).

4. Experimental study
The experimental study applies text representation
methods reviewed in Section 2 with classification
algorithms briefly described in Section 3 to datasets
containing scientific articles from biomedical SLR
studies. It also includes a comparison with a pre-trained
BioBERT model fine-tuned for classification.

4.1. Datasets. The datasets used for the experiments
come from drug class review SLR studies (Cohen et al.,
2006).1 There are 15 topics or study areas and articles
(identified by PubMed ID) are labeled as relevant or
irrelevant to those topics based on human evaluation of
abstracts and full texts. Abstracts for most of these
articles (with some not matching correctly ignored) have
been obtained from the MEDLINE database.2 Combining
article abstracts with relevant/irrelevant class labels for 15
topics yields therefore 15 datasets for text classification.3

Since full article texts are not available and classification
can be performed for abstracts only, relevant/irrelevant
class labels based on human evaluation of abstracts are
used.

Table 2 presents the size and class distribution of
each dataset. They differ slightly from those reported
by Cohen et al. (2006) due to possible changes of
the MEDLINE records or differences in the matching
procedure. As to be expected in the case of systematic
literature review studies, datasets are imbalanced (some
of them quite heavily) and relatively small.

Besides the work of Cohen et al. (2006) from which
the data origin, they were used in other studies (Matwin
et al., 2010; Jonnalagadda and Petitti, 2013; Khabsa
et al., 2016; Ji et al., 2017). They focused on workload
reduction in a systematic literature review process rather
than on predictive performance per se and their results
cannot be directly compared with those reported in this
article due to different performance measures and model
evaluation procedures.

1Available from https://dmice.ohsu.edu/cohenaa/sys
tematic-drug-class-review-data.html (this and all other
mentioned websites last accessed on 30 November 2023).

2Strictly speaking, from MEDLINE-exported files for the TREC
2004 Genomics Track, available from https://dmice.ohsu.edu
/trec-gen/2004data.html.

3The datasets prepared and used for this work, containing article
PubMed IDs, abstracts, and class labels, are available from https:/
/doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.23626656.v1.

https://dmice.ohsu.edu/cohenaa/systematic-drug-class-review-data.html
https://dmice.ohsu.edu/cohenaa/systematic-drug-class-review-data.html
https://dmice.ohsu.edu/trec-gen/2004data.html
https://dmice.ohsu.edu/trec-gen/2004data.html
https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.23626656.v1
https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.23626656.v1
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Table 2. Dataset sizes and class distribution.

Dataset Size Relevant %
ACEInhibitors 2215 7.54
ADHD 797 10.41
Antihistamines 285 31.23
AtypicalAntipsychotics 1020 32.45
BetaBlockers 1849 14.49
CalciumChannelBlockers 1100 23.18
Estrogens 344 22.67
NSAIDS 355 23.38
Opiods 1760 2.44
OralHypoglycemics 466 28.11
ProtonPumpInhibitors 1193 18.69
SkeletalMuscleRelaxants 1341 2.24
Statins 2727 5.50
Triptans 585 34.36
UrinaryIncontinence 283 24.03

4.2. Algorithm implementations and setup. The
experimental study was, with one minor exception related
to GloVe embedding vectors training explained later,
performed in the Python language environment using
Python software libraries.

4.2.1. Text representation methods. Implementation
and setup details for all types of text representation
described in Section 2 are provided below. Notice that
for embedding-based representations the dimensionality
depends on available pre-trained embedding vectors or
models and is therefore not uniform across different
representation types. When using custom embedding
vectors or models trained on the data used for
these experiments, a uniform dimensionality of 100
is arbitrarily adopted. It is much smaller than for
pre-trained embeddings, consistently with the relatively
small size of the available training data, and increasing
the dimensionality was not found to improve predictive
performance in preliminary experiments.

Bag of words. The bag of words representation
is implemented using the CountVectorizer and
TfidfVectorizer classes from the scikit-learn
Python library4 (Pedregosa et al., 2011). The min df
and max df parameters, controlling the minimum and
maximum document frequency for a word to be included
in the vocabulary, were arbitrarily set to common-sense
values 0.01 and 0.95, respectively, resulting in a moderate
vocabulary size (typically between 1000 and 2000 words).
Prior to determining the vocabulary and counting word
occurrences, text was tokenized with non-word and

4Version 1.0.2, https://scikit-learn.org.

stop-word removal as well as with optional lemmatization
using the spaCy Python library5 (Honnibal et al., 2021).
The following versions of the bag of words representation
are used:

BOW-TF: with TF attribute values,

BOW-TFIDF: with TF-IDF attribute values,

BOW-L-TF: with lemmatization and TF attribute values,

BOW-L-TFIDF: with lemmatization and TF-IDF
attribute values.

Word2vec. The 300-dimensional word2vec vectors
pre-trained on the Google News corpus were used.6 For
training custom vectors the Word2Vec class from the
Gensim Python library was used (Řehůřek and Sojka,
2010; Řehůřek, 2021), with vector dimensionality set to
100, CBOW training mode, and other parameters left
at their default settings. The following versions of the
representation are used:

W2V-P: pre-trained word2vec vectors,

W2V-CS: custom word2vec vectors trained on data from
the single SLR study for which a classification model
is to be created,

W2V-CA: custom word2vec vectors trained on combined
data from all SLR studies.

Doc2vec. A pre-trained doc2vec embedding model
appears not to be available. For training custom doc2vec
embedding models the Doc2Vec class from the Gensim
Python library was used (Řehůřek and Sojka, 2010;
Řehůřek, 2021), with vector dimensionality set to 100
and other parameters left at their default settings. The
following versions of the representation are used:

D2V-CS: a custom doc2vec embedding model trained
on data from the single SLR study for which a
classification model is to be created,

D2V-CA: a custom doc2vec embedding model trained on
combined data from all SLR studies.

GloVe. The 300-dimensional GloVe vectors pre-trained
on the Wikipedia 2014 and Gigaworld 5 corpora were
used.7 For training custom vectors the GloVe C code
was used,8 with vector dimensionality set to 100, context

5Version 3.0.5, http://spacy.io.
6Available from https://code.google.com/archive/p/

word2vec.
7Available from https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/

glove.
8Available from https://github.com/stanfordnlp/Glo

Ve.

https://scikit-learn.org
http://spacy.io
https://code.google.com/archive/p/word2vec
https://code.google.com/archive/p/word2vec
https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/glove
https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/glove
https://github.com/stanfordnlp/GloVe
https://github.com/stanfordnlp/GloVe
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window size set to 5, and other parameters left at their
default settings. The following versions of the GloVe
representation are used:

GV-P: pre-trained GloVe vectors,

GV-CS: custom GloVe vectors trained on data from the
single SLR study for which a classification model is
to be created,

GV-CA: custom GloVe vectors trained on combined data
from all SLR studies.

FastText. The 300-dimensional fastText vectors
pre-trained on the Common Crawl corpus were used.9

For training custom fastText vectors, the fasttext
Python library10 was used (Bojanowski et al., 2020),
with vector dimensionality set to 100, SG training mode,
and other parameters left at their default settings. The
following versions of the representation are used:

FT-P: pre-trained fastText vectors,

FT-CS: custom fastText vectors trained on data from the
single SLR study for which a classification model is
to be created,

FT-CA: custom fastText vectors trained on combined
data from all SLR studies.

Flair. The 2048-dimensional Flair embedding model
pre-trained on the one-billion word news corpus
distributed with the flair Python library11 (Akbik et al.,
2021) was used, in the “fast” (“CPU-friendly”) version
of reduced complexity. The same library was used
to train custom Flair embedding models, with vector
dimensionality set to 100, the number of layers set to 1,
and other parameters left at their default settings. In both
cases stacked forward and backward models were used.
The following versions of the representation are used:

FL-P: a pre-trained Flair embedding model,

FL-CS: a custom Flair embedding model trained on data
from the single SLR study for which a classification
model is to be created,

FL-CA: a custom Flair embedding model trained on
combined data from all SLR studies.

BioBERT. The 768-dimensional pre-trained BioBERT
model was applied,12 using the BertModel class from

9Available from https://fasttext.cc/docs/en/englis
h-vectors.html.

10Version 0.9.2, https://fasttext.cc.
11Version 0.10, https://github.com/flairNLP/flair.
12Available from https://huggingface.co/dmis-lab/bi

obert-base-cased-v1.1.

the transformers Python library13 (Wolf et al., 2020).
When applying the model to obtain text embeddings,
the input text was truncated to the model’s maximum
sequence length of 512 tokens, which marginally affects
only about 0.5% articles. Due to the computational
expense of generating text embeddings from this model,
a simplified de-contextualized application method of the
pre-trained model was additionally considered: vectors
for single words from the bag of words vocabulary were
determined and then document vectors were obtained
by averaging such vectors for words occurring in each
document, weighted by their occurrence frequency. The
following versions of the representation are therefore
used:

BB-PT: a pre-trained BioBERT model applied to texts,

BB-PW: a pre-trained BioBERT model applied to single
words from the bag of words vocabulary and
then aggregated by averaging by their occurrence
frequency.

4.2.2. Classification algorithms. The following
implementations of classification algorithms described
in Section 3 provided by the scikit-learn Python
library (Pedregosa et al., 2011) were used:

NB: naive Bayes classifier, classes MultinomialNB
for the bag of words representation and
GaussianNB for all the embedding-based
representations, with the default hyperparameter
setup,

LR: logistic regression, class LogisticRegression
with the maximum number of iterations set to 200
and other hyperparameters left at default settings,

SVM: class SVC with radial kernel, balanced class
weighting, and other hyperparameters left at default
settings, with data standardization performed using
the StandardScaler class,

RF: random forest, which is implemented as class
RandomForestClassifier with 500 trees,
balanced class weighting, and other hyperparameters
left at default settings.

While some settings were manually adjusted,
as specified above, no hyperparameter tuning was
performed. This is because with hyperparameter tuning
a separate test set or an external cross-validation loop
would be needed for reliable predictive performance
evaluation. Otherwise, predictive performance estimates
might be overoptimistic. However, with relatively small
datasets, as in the presented experimental study (and

13Version 4.29.2, https://huggingface.co/docs/transf
ormers.

https://fasttext.cc/docs/en/english-vectors.html
https://fasttext.cc/docs/en/english-vectors.html
https://fasttext.cc
https://github.com/flairNLP/flair
https://huggingface.co/dmis-lab/biobert-base-cased-v1.1
https://huggingface.co/dmis-lab/biobert-base-cased-v1.1
https://huggingface.co/docs/transformers
https://huggingface.co/docs/transformers
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as typically encountered in systematic literature review
applications) saving some data for final model evaluation
after hyperparameter tuning would be problematic and
have potentially harmful effects on model quality
and evaluation reliability, outweighing the benefits of
tuning. Mostly default settings are used therefore, which
may prevent some algorithms from reaching their top
possible performance level and make the reported results
conservative. From a practical point of view, it may
be actually even more interesting to see what level
of prediction quality particular algorithms coupled with
different text representations method achieve in default
configurations than in carefully tuned ones.

4.2.3. BioBERT fine-tuning. The same pre-trained
BioBERT model providing text embeddings mentioned
above was also fine-tuned for the classification task
using the BertForSequenceClassification
and Trainer classes from the transformers
Python library (Wolf et al., 2020). Consistently with the
approach adopted for the conventional algorithms,
no hyperparameter tuning was performed, with
the associated computational expense adding to the
justification for this decision already discussed above.
Two exceptions are some preliminary experiments with
a custom weighted cross-entropy loss function, using
class-rebalancing weights, and with model layer freezing.
Based on these experiments, the training process was
configured to use the custom weighted loss function, with
class weights inversely proportional to the square roots
of class counts, and to keep the embedding layer and the
first 7 encoder layers frozen. The former was found to
improve performance in comparison with the standard
unweighted cross-entropy loss function, and the latter
was found to save computation time without classification
quality degradation. As for BioBERT text embeddings,
the input text for training and prediction was truncated
to the model’s maximum sequence length of 512 tokens,
which marginally affects only about 0.5% articles.

4.3. Predictive performance evaluation. Common
simple classification quality measures such as the
misclassification error or classification accuracy are not
useful whenever classes are imbalanced or likely to have
different predictability. In this article classification quality
is evaluated using the ROC analysis (Egan, 1975; Fawcett,
2006), considering all possible tradeoff points between
the true positive rate and the false positive rate. The
former is the share of instances of the positive class which
are correctly predicted to be positive and the latter is
the share of instances of the negative class which are
incorrectly predicted to be positive. The performance
across all possible tradeoffs, corresponding to different
predicted positive class probability or decision function

value thresholds, can be summarized using the area under
the ROC curve (AUC).

With heavily imbalanced classes and most instances
being negative, the false positive rate is not sensitive
to even a substantial share of incorrect positive class
predictions, because the number of false positives remains
small relative to the dominating negative class count. It
is therefore useful to additionally consider the precision,
which is the share of positive class predictions that
are correct. Its tradeoff against the recall, which is
another term for the true positive rate, is represented by
precision-recall (PR) curves and can be summarized by
the area under the PR curve (PR AUC).

For reliable prediction quality evaluation the n ×
k-fold cross-validation procedure is applied (Arlot and
Celisse, 2010), which effectively uses the available data
for both model creation and evaluation. This is achieved
by randomly splitting it into k equally sized subsets,
each of which serves as a test set for evaluating the
model created on the combined remaining subsets. This
process is repeated n times for further variance reduction.
The true class labels and predictions for all n × k
iterations are then combined to determine ROC curves,
PR curves, and the corresponding AUC values. This
micro-averaging approach, suggested by Fawcett (2006)
as an alternative to curve averaging, may sometimes
underestimate the predictive performance if predicted
probabilities or decision function values are obtained for
different data folds and are not calibrated with one another
(Forman and Scholz, 2010). The effect is usually small
and may be in fact considered desirable in the case of
text classification for systematic literature reviews, since
it penalizes the inconsistency of class probabilities or
decision values, which would make it problematic to set
the classification threshold for the relevant class. The
cross-validation procedure uses k = 10 folds and n = 5
repeats.

4.4. Results. Two major types of results are presented
in this section:

text representation utility: assessing the utility of
different text representation methods for particular
classification algorithms, based on aggregated
predictive performance over all datasets,

classification quality comparison: comparing the
quality of predictions obtained by particular
classification algorithms coupled with their
respective best text representation methods on
each dataset, as well as by a pre-trained BioBERT
model fine-tuned for classification.

4.4.1. Text representation utility. Due to the large
number of dataset, text representation, and classification
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Table 3. Average ROC AUC and PR AUC values over all datasets.

(a) ROC AUC

NB LR SVM RF
BOW-TF 0.82 0.79 0.81 0.84
BOW-TFIDF 0.77 0.84 0.81 0.83
BOW-L-TF 0.82 0.79 0.81 0.84
BOW-L-TFIDF 0.77 0.84 0.81 0.83
W2V-P 0.71 0.77 0.81 0.80
W2V-CS 0.70 0.79 0.76 0.75
W2V-CA 0.76 0.77 0.81 0.81
D2V-CS 0.77 0.78 0.80 0.80
D2V-CA 0.77 0.75 0.79 0.78
GV-P 0.73 0.77 0.82 0.80
GV-CS 0.76 0.76 0.80 0.80
GV-CA 0.76 0.76 0.82 0.81
FT-P 0.78 0.75 0.83 0.81
FT-CS 0.77 0.76 0.83 0.82
FT-CA 0.79 0.77 0.84 0.83
FL-P 0.68 0.74 0.81 0.77
FL-CS 0.71 0.69 0.81 0.78
FL-CA 0.69 0.67 0.78 0.76
BB-PT 0.76 0.81 0.83 0.81
BB-PW 0.71 0.75 0.80 0.79

(b) PR AUC

NB LR SVM RF
BOW-TF 0.50 0.47 0.50 0.55
BOW-TFIDF 0.43 0.53 0.51 0.53
BOW-L-TF 0.50 0.47 0.49 0.55
BOW-L-TFIDF 0.43 0.53 0.51 0.54
W2V-P 0.32 0.42 0.50 0.47
W2V-CS 0.32 0.45 0.42 0.40
W2V-CA 0.39 0.42 0.50 0.49
D2V-CS 0.41 0.41 0.47 0.44
D2V-CA 0.42 0.38 0.47 0.45
GV-P 0.35 0.42 0.50 0.48
GV-CS 0.39 0.42 0.48 0.48
GV-CA 0.39 0.41 0.50 0.49
FT-P 0.42 0.37 0.54 0.50
FT-CS 0.42 0.39 0.52 0.50
FT-CA 0.45 0.41 0.55 0.53
FL-P 0.29 0.37 0.51 0.46
FL-CS 0.35 0.32 0.49 0.46
FL-CA 0.32 0.29 0.47 0.42
BB-PT 0.38 0.49 0.54 0.49
BB-PW 0.32 0.41 0.48 0.46

algorithm combinations only aggregated summary results
over all 15 datasets are presented here. They not only take
up less space, but are also easier to interpret and lead to
clearer conclusions.

Table 3 presents ROC AUC and PR AUC values
for all text representation and algorithm combinations,
averaged over all datasets.

The following observations can be made based on
these results:

• the term-frequency bag of words representation is
the most useful overall, there is no improvement
due to lemmatization, and using TF-IDF gives mixed
results (better predictions for logistic regression,
worse predictions for the naive Bayes classifier, and
no significant effect for the other algorithms);

• the custom fastText model trained on all combined
datasets appears the most useful embedding-based
representation and approaches the performance level
of the bag of words representations;

• custom word2vec vectors trained on a single dataset
and Flair embeddings are less useful than the other
embedding-based representations;

• despite the refinement and computational expense
of the BioBERT model, the resulting text
representations appear to have no major advantages

over simpler and more efficient alternatives such as
fastText or GloVe;

• the naive Bayes classifier works best with the bag
of words representations and is less effective when
using embedding-based representations;

• the SVM and random forest algorithms are the most
effective overall, usually outperforming the other
two.

To more reliably determine which text
representations work best with particular classification
algorithms, for each algorithm a 1000-sample bootstrap
statistical significance test was performed to determine
for all pairs of text representation methods whether
one of them significantly outperformed the other on a
particular dataset with respect to the area under the PR
curve. Based on the results of these tests, Table 4(a)
presents the ranking of text representations for each of
the classification algorithms used in the experiments
(corresponding to table columns), according to the
number of times each representation significantly
outperformed any other representation. The higher a
text representation method appears in the table column
corresponding to a given algorithm, the more frequently it
performed significantly better than another representation
method with this algorithm. The following observations
can be made:
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Table 4. Rankings of text representations and classification algorithms.

(a) ranking of text representations for particular classification algorithms

NB LR SVM RF
BOW-TF BOW-L-TFIDF FT-CA BOW-L-TF
BOW-L-TF BOW-TFIDF FT-P BOW-TF
FT-CA BB-PT BB-PT BOW-TFIDF
FT-P BOW-TF FT-CS BOW-L-TFIDF
FT-CS W2V-CS GV-CA FT-CA
BOW-TFIDF BOW-L-TF BOW-TFIDF FT-P
BOW-L-TFIDF W2V-CA GV-P FT-CS
D2V-CS GV-CA BOW-L-TFIDF GV-CA
D2V-CA GV-CS FL-P BB-PT
GV-CS FT-CA BOW-TF W2V-CA
GV-CA GV-P W2V-CA GV-CS
W2V-CA D2V-CS BOW-L-TF GV-P
BB-PT W2V-P W2V-P W2V-P
FL-CS FT-CS FL-CS BB-PW
GV-P BB-PW BB-PW D2V-CA
W2V-CS D2V-CA GV-CS FL-CS
W2V-P FT-P D2V-CA FL-P
FL-CA FL-P FL-CA D2V-CS
BB-PW FL-CS D2V-CS W2V-CS
FL-P FL-CA W2V-CS FL-CA

(b) ranking of classification algorithms for particular text
representations

BOW-TF RF SVM NB LR
BOW-TFIDF LR RF SVM NB
BOW-L-TF RF SVM NB LR
BOW-L-TFIDF LR RF SVM NB
W2V-P SVM RF LR NB
W2V-CS LR SVM RF NB
W2V-CA SVM RF LR NB
D2V-CS SVM RF LR NB
D2V-CA SVM RF NB LR
GV-P SVM RF LR NB
GV-CS SVM RF LR NB
GV-CA SVM RF LR NB
FT-P SVM RF NB LR
FT-CS SVM RF NB LR
FT-CA SVM RF NB LR
FL-P SVM RF LR NB
FL-CS SVM RF NB LR
FL-CA SVM RF NB LR
BB-PT SVM RF LR NB
BB-PW SVM RF LR NB

• the bag of words representations are always among
the most successful representations for all algorithms
except for SVM;

• the basic term-frequency variant of bag of words
usually works best except for logistic regression,
where the TF-IDF variant is usually superior;

• the custom fastText representation trained
on all combined datasets is the most useful
embedding-based representations for all the
algorithms except for logistic regression, where the
BioBERT model applied to texts is usually superior.

Similarly, to determine which classification
algorithms work best with particular text representation
methods, for each representation a 1000-sample bootstrap
statistical significance test was performed to determine
for all pairs of classification algorithms whether one of
them significantly outperformed the other on a particular
dataset with respect to the area under the PR curve.
Based on the results of these tests, Table 4(b) presents the
ranking of classification algorithms for each of the text
representations used in the experiments (corresponding
to table rows), according to the number of times each
algorithm significantly outperformed any other algorithm.
The more to the left a classification algorithms appears in
the table row corresponding to a given text representation,

the more frequently it performed significantly better than
another algorithm with this representation. The following
observations can be made:

• the random forest algorithm is the most successful
for the term frequency bag of words representation;

• the SVM algorithm is the most successful for most
of the embedding-based representations;

• the naive Bayes classifier cannot significantly
outperform the random forest and SVM algorithms,
but it tends to work better than logistic regression
with the term frequency bag of words representation
and with the fastText embeddings;

• logistic regression works well for the TF-IDF version
of bag of words and for some types of embeddings
(in particular, word2vec, GloVe and BioBERT).

It can be interesting to verify to what extent the
predictions of particular classification algorithms change
when switching text representation methods. Figure 1
provides some insight into that by presenting correlation
plots for predicted positive class probabilities (for the
naive Bayes classifier, logistic regression, and random
forest algorithms) or decision function values (for the
SVM algorithm) obtained by each algorithm when used
with different text representations methods. It can be
observed that:
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Fig. 1. Correlations between predictions obtained using different text representation methods.

• as to be expected, the bag of words variants with and
without lemmatization yield very highly correlated
predictions;

• higher correlations are observed between the
predictions obtained using the word2cec and GloVe
representations;

• for logistic regression, the predictions obtained
using the TF-IDF bag of words representations
have higher correlations with the predictions of
the embedding-based representations than those
obtained using TF bag of words;

• the logistic regression predictions obtained using the
fastText and Flair embeddings are highly correlated;

• the overall level of prediction correlations is
the highest for the random forest algorithm
(which can be therefore considered the most
representation-insensitive) and the lowest for the
naive Bayes and logistic regression algorithms
(which can be therefore considered the most
representation-sensitive).

4.4.2. Classification quality comparison. For a more
detailed view of the predictive performance, Table 5
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Table 5. ROC AUC and PR AUC values for particular datasets obtained by each algorithm with the best text representation.

(a) ROC AUC

NB LR SVM RF BB
ACEInhibitors 0.82 0.85 0.85 0.83 0.88
ADHD 0.92 0.93 0.93 0.94 0.94
Antihistamines 0.75 0.77 0.72 0.79 0.73
AtypicalAntipsychotics 0.79 0.80 0.81 0.79 0.82
BetaBlockers 0.79 0.83 0.84 0.80 0.81
CalciumChannelBlockers 0.80 0.83 0.85 0.84 0.85
Estrogens 0.87 0.87 0.86 0.86 0.81
NSAIDS 0.89 0.89 0.90 0.90 0.88
Opiods 0.84 0.86 0.89 0.85 0.81
OralHypoglycemics 0.74 0.75 0.75 0.76 0.77
ProtonPumpInhibitors 0.77 0.79 0.80 0.81 0.79
SkeletalMuscleRelaxants 0.82 0.87 0.85 0.84 0.76
Statins 0.81 0.84 0.85 0.82 0.81
Triptans 0.86 0.89 0.89 0.89 0.88
UrinaryIncontinence 0.84 0.85 0.86 0.85 0.83
Average 0.82 0.84 0.84 0.84 0.82

(b) PR AUC

NB LR SVM RF BB
ACEInhibitors 0.33 0.40 0.41 0.40 0.45
ADHD 0.48 0.56 0.60 0.63 0.64
Antihistamines 0.53 0.61 0.59 0.64 0.54
AtypicalAntipsychotics 0.66 0.66 0.69 0.67 0.72
BetaBlockers 0.44 0.51 0.49 0.45 0.50
CalciumChannelBlockers 0.55 0.60 0.62 0.66 0.65
Estrogens 0.64 0.67 0.67 0.64 0.50
NSAIDS 0.69 0.74 0.74 0.77 0.72
Opiods 0.17 0.17 0.23 0.24 0.32
OralHypoglycemics 0.58 0.61 0.58 0.61 0.59
ProtonPumpInhibitors 0.49 0.54 0.51 0.55 0.51
SkeletalMuscleRelaxants 0.25 0.24 0.30 0.35 0.10
Statins 0.33 0.38 0.41 0.36 0.35
Triptans 0.72 0.76 0.75 0.78 0.79
UrinaryIncontinence 0.59 0.56 0.65 0.57 0.62
Average 0.50 0.53 0.55 0.55 0.53

presents the area under the ROC and PR curves obtained
for each dataset by each classification algorithm coupled
with its overall best text representation, as determined
by the ranking shown in Table 4(a) (i.e., the overall
top-ranked representation for a given algorithm is selected
and used for all datasets). This is also where the results
obtained by the pre-trained BioBERT model fine-tuned for
classification are presented in the last column. The bottom
row of each table presents the average over all datasets.
The maximum value in each row is marked by a bold font
and the minimum value in each row is marked by an italic
font. The following observations can be made based on
these results:

• when coupled with the best text representation
methods, all the conventional algorithms deliver a
similar level of prediction quality, with the SVM
and random forest algorithms slightly better on the
average than the naive Bayes and linear regression
algorithms;

• no single algorithm is the best or the worst on all
datasets;

• the random forest, SVM, and fine-tuned BioBERT
algorithms are the most frequent winners, and the
naive Bayes classifier is the most frequent loser;

• the average predictive performance of the fine-tuned
BioBERT model is similar to that of the conventional
algorithms, although for some datasets it differs
substantially, e.g., it is clearly better for the Opiods
datasets, but much worse for the SkeletalMuscleRe-

laxants dataset (interestingly, these two datasets are
of similar size and imbalance ratio).

It is interesting to observe how the prediction
quality on particular datasets is related to their properties
presented in Table 2. Table 6 demonstrates the linear
correlation values between the PR AUC of each algorithm
and the size as well as relevant class percentage. It can be
seen that the predictive performance of all the algorithms
is quite strongly correlated positively with the relevant
class percentage, which is clearly to be expected. What
may appear somewhat more surprising is the negative
correlation with the dataset size. The contradiction
with the expectation, based on both common sense and
machine learning theory, that more data permits better
models, is only apparent, though, since this expectation
would be justified only if the number of training instances
were increased for the same classification task, while
keeping the test set size unchanged. Here different
datasets correspond to different classification tasks, the
training and test data are sized proportionally under the
k-fold cross-validation procedure, and bigger datasets are
likely to contain more articles that are hard to correctly
separate.

Finally, to visualize the predictive performance
possible to obtain on the “easiest” and “hardest” data,
Figures 2 and 3 present the ROC and PR curves obtained
using the two most successful classification algorithms,
SVM and random forest, with selected text representation
methods, on the SkeletalMuscleRelaxants and Triptans
datasets. These are the two datasets with the highest and
lowest level of class imbalance, respectively.
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Fig. 2. Selected ROC curves.

Not surprisingly, precision-recall curves differ
between the two datasets much more substantially than
ROC curves. This confirms that class imbalance makes it
a serious challenge for classification models to maintain a
reasonable level of precision for useful values of recall.
The results on the dataset with just above 2% relevant
articles can be hardly considered satisfactory, while those
on the dataset with more that one-third of relevant articles
are quite good. The performance differences between
particular text representation methods are also more
pronounced on the more imbalanced data.

4.5. Discussion. Unfortunately no single classification
algorithm and text representation combination yields the
best models for all data. However, based on the results
obtained on 15 datasets, corresponding to different SLR
studies and exhibiting varying size and class imbalance
level, it is possible to derive some recommendations.
While the bag of words representation makes it possible
to achieve the best level of prediction quality, some
embedding-based representation reach nearly the same
predictive performance and offer other noteworthy
advantages. In particular, fastText embeddings, obtained
using either a general purpose pre-trained model or,
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Fig. 3. Selected PR curves.

preferably, a custom domain-specific model, turned out
particularly useful, making it possible to achieve a high
level of classification quality. It worked particularly
well with the SVM and random forest algorithms, made
it possible to keep input dimensionality relatively low,
and did not incur a high computational expense. The
SVM algorithm was found to be the most effective for
all of the embedding-based representations, although the
random forest algorithm can be considered more universal
and safe to use, since it delivered models of nearly the
same quality for several embedding-based representations
and performed better with bag of words. Its relatively

low sensitivity to the choice of text representation,
confirmed by a high level of prediction correlations
obtained with different representations, is an interesting
and useful property, which adds to its low sensitivity to
hyperparameter settings and makes it particularly easy to
use for text classification. For the other algorithms, more
sensitive to the choice of text representation, it is possible
that combining representations for which predictions are
of similar quality but not very highly correlated would
give some improvement. However, the weakest prediction
correlations usually tend to occur for representation pairs
of which one is clearly superior to the other and this does
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Table 6. Correlations between PR AUC values and the dataset
size as well as relevant class percentage.

NB LR SVM RF BB
Size –0.74 –0.69 –0.72 –0.77 –0.56
Relevant % 0.91 0.88 0.86 0.86 0.81

not appear to be a very promising direction of further
exploration.

Interestingly, BioBERT—a state-of-the art contex-
tual bidirectional neural language model trained on
biomedical text corpora—did not provide a more useful
representation for text classification, whereas requiring
much more computation time. Similarly as the text
embeddings obtained using BioBERT were comparably
useful to those from simpler and more efficient embedding
models, the BioBERT model fine-tuned as a classifier
delivered predictions of similar quality to that of
conventional algorithms when they were coupled with
their respective best text representation methods. One
possible reason of the fine-tuned BioBERT not showing
its full potential may be the relatively small size and
high level of class imbalance of the datasets. It is not
unlikely that with some hyperparameter tuning, different
class weights for a custom loss function or a resampling
scheme increasing sensitivity to the minority class, or
some data augmentation the BioBERT model would
deliver improved prediction quality, exceeding that of the
conventional algorithms, but examining this possibility is
beyond the objectives and scope of this article.

5. Conclusion
The results of this work confirm that the choice
of text representation is essential for successful text
classification. While not at all surprising, this has not
apparently received as much recognition as it deserves.
Several studies on text classification focus much more on
classification algorithms and their setup than on the type
of vector representation to which the text is transformed
to make these algorithms applicable.

Indeed, according to the presented experimental
study, each of the four applied classification algorithms
is usually capable of delivering top prediction quality
when coupled with an appropriate text representation,
although some of them (SVM, random forest) work
well with a broader range of text representations
than some others (naive Bayes, logistic regression).
However, predictive performance differences for the
same classification algorithm used with different text
representation may be more substantial than differences
between different algorithms. While the ubiquitous bag
of words representation makes it possible to achieve

the best level of prediction quality, it has some serious
competition among representations based on word or
text embeddings, with the fastText representation being
particularly promising because of its good predictive
performance and low computational expense.

Interestingly, the pre-trained BioBERT model
fine-tuned for classification performed on par with
conventional classification algorithms with the best text
representation methods. This may appear surprising and
contradict the popular belief in the universal superiority
of deep learning language models. These models achieve
indeed spectacularly good performance in a variety
of complex natural language processing tasks, such
as summarization, translation, question answering, or
topic detection (Babić et al., 2020). They can be also
successfully fine-tuned for classification (Zymkowski
et al., 2022). Nevertheless, one should not take it for
granted they would necessarily always beat conventional
algorithms in tasks to which the latter are well suited.
When they achieve similar predictive performance,
conventional algorithms would be clearly preferred due
to much lower computational demands.

Despite the broad scope of the experimental study
reported in this article it leaves some interesting issues
postponed for future work. Two continuation directions
are particularly noteworthy. First, since the hardness
of text classification is often related to class imbalance
and it is natural for systematic literature review data
to have heavily imbalanced classes, it would make
sense to investigate the utility of different imbalance
compensation techniques when combined with selected
text representation methods and classification algorithms.
In the reported experiments class rebalancing weights
were used, but data resampling approaches, including
generating synthetic minority class instances (Chawla
et al., 2002; Menardi and Torelli, 2014; Koziarski and
Woźniak, 2017), might sometimes work better. Second,
since text classification models for systematic literature
reviews usually have to be created using a small set of
labeled training instances, it would be desirable to verify
the utility of particular classification algorithms and text
representations when applied as part of training schemes
specifically designed for model creation with few class
labels, such as active learning (Cohn et al., 1994) or
semi-supervised learning (Zhu and Goldberg, 2009).
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